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ABSTRACT

1

Pair programming has a documented history of benefits, such as increased code quality, productivity, self-efficacy, knowledge transfer,
and reduced gender gap. Research uncovered problems with pair
programming related to scheduling, collocating, role imbalance,
and power dynamics. We investigated the trade-offs of substituting
a human with an agent to simultaneously provide benefits and
alleviate obstacles in pair programming. We conducted genderbalanced studies with human-human pairs in a remote lab with 18
programmers and Wizard-of-Oz studies with 14 programmers, then
analyzed results quantitatively and qualitatively. Our comparative
analysis of the two studies showed no significant differences in productivity, code quality, and self-efficacy. Further, agents facilitated
knowledge transfer; however, unlike humans, agents were unable
to provide logical explanations or discussions. Human partners
trusted and showed humility towards agents. Our results demonstrate that agents can act as effective pair programming partners
and open the way towards new research on conversational agents
for programming.

Pair programming is based on the tenet “two heads are better than
one” [189]. Two programmers solve a problem together, either collocated or remotely. One partner is the driver who actively creates
code and controls the keyboard and mouse; the other partner is
the navigator who constantly reviews the driver’s work, proposes
suggestions, and poses clarifying questions [129, 180, 183]. This
paradigm fosters active learning, where knowledge is gained by
doing, in comparison to the formal tutor-tutee relationships in
intelligent tutoring systems. The benefits of pair programming
are well established and include increased code quality, efficiency,
knowledge transfer, and self-efficacy, as well as a reduced gender
gap [15, 43, 47, 86, 140, 197]. Pair programming also helps increase
retention rates [131], even for non-computer science majors [126].
However, researchers have also reported limitations with pair
programming, such as difficulties scheduling and collocating pairs
[68], student resistance to pairing [179, 185], and dependencies on
their peers’ programming abilities [56]. Furthermore, establishing a
synergistic collaboration between pairs can be challenging as they
might be affected by their relational interactions [87, 166] or may
be predisposed to negative stereotypes [156]. These issues are often
exacerbated in remote collaboration and learning.
To address these issues, we conjecture that replacing one human
member of the pair with a conversational agent can help leverage
the strengths provided by each member in a pair programming
scenario. Agents, such as Apple’s Siri [7], Google Assistant [63],
and Amazon Alexa [6] have positively transformed our day-to-day
lives. We conjectured that a pair programming conversational agent
can bring their benefits into the programming domain.
The goal of this research is to investigate the feasibility of such
a conversational agent as a partner in a pair programming context.
Towards this end, we formulated the following research questions:
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INTRODUCTION

• RQ1: Can we continue the benefits of pair programming by
replacing a human programmer with an agent?
• RQ2: What kind of knowledge is transferred between humanhuman and human-agent pairs?
• RQ3: Do human programmers consider the agent as their
partner?
To explore these questions, we conducted a human-human study
with 18 university students in a remote lab setting with genderbalanced pairs (3 man-man, 3 woman-woman, and 3 man-woman).
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This study was followed by a Wizard of Oz study with 8 university
students (4 men and 4 women) and 6 professional programmers (3
men and 3 women). We used quantitative and qualitative analysis to
measure the similarities and differences between the human-human
and human-agent studies.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK ON
PAIR PROGRAMMING

Pair programming is a practice in which two programmers collaborate on the analysis, design, programming, and testing of software.
One member of the pair is the designated driver, who actively creates code and controls the keyboard and mouse; their partner is the
navigator, who constantly reviews the keyed data to identify tactical
and strategic deficiencies. These include erroneous syntax and logic,
misspellings, and implementations that do not map to the design.
The two of them switch roles when necessary. [180, 186]. Collaboration is an effective tool for teaching introductory programming.
Students who code in pairs produce better programs, complete
courses at higher rates, and perform equally on final exams when
compared to students who have programmed independently [112].
Remote pair programming, also known as distributed pair programming, is comparable to collocated pair programming in regards
to student performance, code quality, and productivity [167]. The
COVID-19 global pandemic has limited the ability to collocate, forcing programmers to shift towards remote pair programming. Fortunately, remote pair programming is still a viable option - research
has found that remote pair programming has high satisfaction rates
among students [167].
Pairing has proven to be a more effective learning and motivational technique than individual programming [30, 112, 127]. Research has shown that pair programming improves design and code
quality, reduces errors, and strengthens communication among
teams [50, 66, 98, 113, 114, 122, 125, 184, 186]. In an educational
setting, pair programming enables students to understand concepts
and organize their own knowledge as a result of interactions and
alternating roles [175]. Furthermore, pair programming can help
teach professionals the specifics of a project and increase overall
productivity [198].
Pair programming also improves the self-efficacy (confidence
in the ability to perform a particular task) of the participants involved [125]. Programmers with high self-efficacy tend to be more
persistent and flexible in their problem solving [13]. They are also
more likely to perform better while programming [113] and are
even happier [181]. Additionally, pair programming reduces the
gender gap by increasing female students’ confidence in programming and encouraging them to continue pursuing computer science
[141, 175].
Although research has a shown positive correlation between
pair programming and a reduced gender gap in computer science,
women have still raised concerns about partnering with men. As
Ying et al. [191] found, women were more likely to feel insecure
about their role when pair programming with men. On the other
hand, men were likely to see themselves as more competent or
prepared. Although pairs with a woman were more likely to finish
an assignment in class, women continued to rate their confidence
lower, particularly when paired with a man [79]. Currently, only 18%
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of computer science undergraduate students are women, and this
number is reduced to 10% in the workplace [158]. This imbalance
makes it difficult for women to find a pair programming partner
they feel comfortable with.
The positive effects of pair programming on retention and knowledge transfer enable programmers to apply learned knowledge to
new programs [27, 28, 37, 104, 105, 113, 129, 131]. Studies show that
pairs learned topics better [181], narrowed their gaps in knowledge
[8, 36], exchanged project-related and general knowledge [132],
and discovered new tools [121]. Pairs also exhibited little indication
that interruptions from their partner disrupted their flow [98].
The most important part of pair programming is not the individual skill or personality of the programmers, but rather how
they work together [198]. Pair programming (collocated) measured
higher in both learning gains and student satisfaction compared to
alternative collaboration methods, demonstrating the importance
of working on shared code and collaboration [29]. Pair programming has also benefited students in other domains, like data science
and engineering [142].
Despite the significant positive impact of pair programming, implementation challenges arise due to difficulties in scheduling and
collocating pairs [68]. Further complicating matters, some individuals desire to work alone because they do not want to be “slowed
down” by their partner [182]. In addition, successfully completing
a task using this process depends on the pairs’ programming abilities [55]. We conjecture that introducing an agent can eliminate
these challenges, because programmers would not depend on their
colleagues’ schedules, locations, and abilities. Our study will enrich
the understanding of the pair programming process involving a
human-agent pair, as well as the feasibility of introducing such an
agent for pair programming.

3

HUMAN-HUMAN STUDY

First, we conducted a human-human study in order to analyze the
interactions between two humans in a pair programming environment. The details of the study were as follows:

3.1

Participants

We recruited 18 computer science students on first-come-first-serve
basis. All participants had some level of experience with the Java
programming language. Table 1 details the general demographics
of our study participants. As an incentive, participants were given
a $20 Amazon gift card.
We placed the participants into nine gender balanced pairs - 3
man-man, 3 woman-woman, and 3 man-woman. Based on the background questionnaire, we identified only binary genders (men and
women) according to the self-identification of each participant’s
gender [26, 176]. Gender balanced data is crucial for (1) discovering
gender biases in the interface designs [22, 33, 116, 149], (2) avoiding agents that support ideologies in machine learning that are
unfavorable towards women [100], (3) supporting gender specific
problem solving [8, 52], communication techniques, and leadership
styles [87]. Also note that various factors such as ethnicity, race,
and sexual orientation can impact how programmers interact with
each other. Although there are various minority groups in computer
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Table 1: General Demographics of Participants in HumanHuman Study

Pair#

Gender

Level

Age

HH1-M1
HH1-M2
HH2-M3
HH2-M4
HH3-M5
HH3-W1
HH4-W2
HH4-W3
HH5-W4
HH5-W5
HH6-M6
HH6-W6
HH7-W7
HH7-W8
HH8-M7
HH8-W9
HH9-M8
HH9-M9

Man
Man
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Woman
Woman
Woman
Woman
Man
Woman
Woman
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Man

Junior
Sophomore
Senior
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Senior
Masters
Masters
Senior
Senior
Senior
Junior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Junior

19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
30-40
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23

Experience
Prog.
Pair-Prog.
2 Years
Yes
2 Years
Yes
>4 Years
No
3 Years
No
4 Years
No
3 Years
No
2 Years
No
2 Years
Yes
2 Years
No
2 Years
No
4 Years
No
3 Years
Yes
2 Years
No
2 Years
Yes
4 Years
No
3 Years
No
3 Years
No
2 Years
Yes

science, we focused on gender due to the well-documented negative
effects of the gender gap in computer science.
We refer to pairs with the label HH-X, where X is the gender
of the participant. For example HH3-M5 and HH3-W1 refers to
the man (fifth man participant overall) and woman (first woman
participant overall) of Pair 3.

3.2

Study Design

While the study was conducted in a lab setting, it emulated a remote
pair programming environment with the participants seated in separate rooms. Remote pairing was used (1) to create an environment
similar to that of our human-agent study and (2) provide benefits
comparable to collocated pair programming [11, 49, 67].
Before the study, each participant completed a consent form,
background questionnaire, and pre-self-efficacy questionnaire [38].
Instructional video tutorials were given to the participants to teach
them concepts of test-driven development (e.g., writing test cases,
implementing code, and refactoring code), pair programming concepts (e.g., driver and navigator roles), and think-aloud study (e.g.,
vocalize any thoughts and feelings as they perform their tasks
[103]). The pairs communicated remotely via Teamviewer [163]
and used the Eclipse IDE [74] to complete their task.
Prior to the study, the participants were given a warm-up pilot
task for password validation. This task allowed for pair jelling — a
period of time that allows them to adjust to the pairing. This practice
is noted to help pairs work more efficiently in pair programming
[98].
All participants implemented a tic-tac-toe game in Java, and
completed the task in 40 minutes to avoid any fatigue. In tic-tac-toe,
two players take turns placing marks in a 3x3 grid until either one
player successfully gets three consecutive marks, or the win condition becomes impossible, resulting in a tie. We used tic-tac-toe due
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to its relative simplicity - even participants who were unfamiliar
with the game could understand the rules. An implementation for a
board and the ability to place marks were provided, but participants
needed to write test cases and methods in order to complete the
game. User stories and acceptance criteria for the task were provided regarding vertical/horizontal/diagonal wins, taking
turns, a full board, and a tie. Throughout the duration of the
task, participants determined their own roles as a driver and navigator. Study sessions were recorded using the Morae screen capture
tool [164].
Once the task was finished, participants were asked to complete
post-questionnaires on self-efficacy and their pair programming
preferences. These questionnaires helped to triangulate (compare
and attempt to refute) the results of our qualitative and quantitative
analyses.

3.3

Data Analysis

Video data, audio data, and screen interactions of participants were
collected as transcripts, which were analyzed using a mix of qualitative and quantitative measures, including qualitative methods from
Grounded Theory [60] (e.g., Corbin and Strauss variant [159]). Central to qualitative analysis is coding the data – identifying points
where certain concepts/phenomena are apparent and marking them
accordingly. We coded points based on programmers’ utterances to
identify key concepts and phenomena via an iterative, open-coding
process [90, 145]. This was used to analyze pair behavior. Thematic
analysis [20] was used to organize qualitative data into themes that
related back to the research questions. For quantitative analyses,
we measured productivity, code quality, differences in self-efficacy
(before and after the task), and post-questionnaire responses on
their pair programming preferences.
The transcribed data from the qualitative study was coded for
information such as timestamps, the speaker, their gender, the
current driver, type of expression, dialogue relevance to the task,
type of knowledge transferred, interruptions, instances of ignoring
a partner, collective monologues, and self-disclosure dialogue. The
codes were assigned to the utterances of each participant. Three
researchers independently coded 20% of the transcripts and reached
an agreement on 90% of the coded data by calculating inter-rater
reliability using the Jaccard measure [75]. The remaining transcripts
were split between the two researchers, who coded them separately.

4

HUMAN-AGENT STUDY

To analyze interactions between a human and an agent, we conducted a Wizard of Oz lab study. The study design, as well as the
data analysis, was similar to our previous human-human study
(Sections 3.2 and 3.3) for conducting comparative analysis.

4.1

Wizard of Oz Study

In a Wizard of Oz study, participants interact with a computer
agent that is actually controlled by a human “wizard” behind the
scenes. Simulating an agent allows for the rapid-prototyping of
technically demanding interfaces that have yet to be created, [186]
allowing a product’s functionality to be iterated before it is later
refined based on testing [99, 188]. Wizard of Oz studies are used
to develop user-friendly natural-language interfaces, consider the
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tracking, dialogue policy, response generation) using a constrained
Wizard of Oz protocol [137]. If a participant were to ask, “How to
write code for the win game?”, the wizard would identify their intent
as “implementation help” and choose the appropriate templated
response from the wizard’s script: “I can make a recommendation
from GitHub, would you like me to do so?” The wizards controlled
both the quantity and quality of our agent’s contributions to provide equal benefit to all participants. However, some participants
may have received less help, since they denied the agent’s requests
to drive or ignored suggestions.

4.2

Figure 1: The design of the Wizard of Oz study. Participant 1
on the left interacts with the wizard (a “PairBuddy”) on the
right.

Figure 2: A screenshot of the agent’s interface from the Wizard of Oz study. Participants saw the agent’s facial expressions in the form of an avatar and interacted with it via text
and voice communication as they programmed in the IDE.

unique qualities of human-agent interactions [41], and study user
interactions with conversational agents [17, 18, 173].
Our study followed a basic Wizard of Oz design as illustrated
in Figure 1. Participants sat at a computer to pair program with
the agent and used the Saros plugin for the Eclipse IDE to facilitate remote collaboration. Participants interfaced with the agent
who was embodied by a 3D avatar (Figure 2) using the Facerig
embodiment software [160]. Facerig supported lip-synchronization
to the agent’s voice generated via Google Text-to-Speech [62]. Each
participant’s face, voice, and screen were shared with two wizards
(Participant 2 in Figure 1). Our agent was collaboratively controlled
by a graduate students with 5 years of programming experience
and an undergraduate with 3 years experience. They maintained
the illusion of the agent by adhering to a templated script of dialogue options. The script helped to avoid any inconsistency in the
wizard’s behavior when responding to different participants. Skype,
Discord, and Google Hangouts were used to facilitate video and
audio communication with participants.
The wizards simulated the components of a conversational
agent (e.g., speech recognition, intent understanding, dialogue state

Agent Design

In the human-agent study, we simulated a realistic implementation
of a pair programming partner agent. This was followed by designing the embodiment (i.e., avatar and voice), as well as a script for the
wizard’s dialogue based on related literature. Table 2 shows some
of the features we implemented for our agent with the relevant
sources. The design was inspired by multi-disciplinary research
on human-computer interactions, conversational agents, software
engineering, human-robotic interactions, education, intelligent tutoring systems, psychology, and management science. Due to the
limited available space within this paper, the iterative approach to
developing the agent’s design decisions are detailed at [138].
4.2.1 Interactions Using Avatar/Voice/Text/IDE. Our agent interacted with its programming partners using features such as a dynamic 3D avatar [97, 108, 157, 194], voice [10], and text chat that
enhanced human-computer interactions. An avatar makes the interface more human-like [157], thereby improving understanding,
engagement, and trust in novice programmers [17, 64, 69, 147, 162,
170, 190]. The programmer could also choose the avatar’s gender
[19, 35, 87, 165]. For our study, we supported the two most common
Table 2: Sample Design Guidelines for the Agent.
Having an avatar [97, 108, 157,
194]
Allowing gender selection:
man vs. woman avatar [19, 35,
165]
Having a voice [25]
Attributing success to the
group and taking responsibility for mistakes [83, 85]

Clearly explaining the reason
for yes/no decisions [97]
Expressing uncertainty with
verbal and non-verbal cues [10,
87, 97]
Redirecting suggestions [97]
The WH (who/what/where/
why/how) question’s answers
should be accompanied by directions and suggestions [97]
Adapting activity based on Making rapport by greeting
partner’s ability [97]
[84] and motivational dialogues
[5, 31, 45, 53]
Giving indirect instructions Apologizing when the answer
politely. Giving direct instruc- is unknown or a mistake is
tion as a backseat driver [97]
made [97]
Clearly acknowledging sug- Supporting verification after
gestions [97]
every phase of creativity [97]
Showing agreement when a Giving feedback related to
human partner is correct [97]
code quality and productivity
with a positive tone [97]
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genders: man and woman. The agent facilitated communication
primarily via voice to reduce context switching and increase interactions. Participants communicated with the agent directly through
speaking and the agent responded with voice-synthesized messages.
Text communication was reserved exclusively for sending links and
pictures. The agent directly edited the participant’s code using the
Saros plugin [154] for Eclipse.
4.2.2 Making Rapport with Human Partner. Our agent was designed to build rapport with participants, similar to human-human
pairs. It greeted and introduced itself to its human partner at the
beginning of each study [84]. Further, it attributed success to the
group and took personal responsibility for its mistakes [83, 85].
To increase participants’ trust [10, 76, 77, 109], the agent showed
uncertainty about its work and asked for verification. For example,
after adding the code through the IDE, the agent said “This might
do the trick. I’m not sure though.” Motivation is known to have a
substantial effect on a programmer’s performance and productivity
[5, 31]. Designing extrinsic motivation can help individuals increase
their creative and innovative outcomes [9, 45, 53]. The participants
were encouraged upon both successes and failures with motivational statements like “Yay, we did it!” and “I’m not sure what we’re
doing here, but we can always test it.”
4.2.3 Acting as a Programmer. Our agent’s interactions and capabilities were informed by a wide range of research on automated
programming techniques. The agent’s ability to contribute code
(driver) and give feedback (navigator) were based on automated
code/feedback techniques [42, 196] that require a dataset of past
solutions and search-based feedback [88, 89, 124, 133]. The agent
was designed with the ability to identify unnecessary code - including variables, functions, and classes - based on automated tools
like UCDetector [155]. If the participant asked for the location of
something within the code, our agent’s ability to respond was based
on both static [110, 143] and dynamic feature location techniques
[106, 143]. For specifically generating test cases, the techniques to
generate them automatically (i.e., without past solutions) were either code search algorithms [115, 118] or converting user stories to
scenarios, then to test cases [3, 134]. Our agent could also identify
where code was missing, a technique investigated by Gerdes et al.
[58] in the programming language Haskell.
4.2.4 Supporting Creativity: Creativity is vital to a programmer’s
success [51, 172, 195], especially when solving open-ended problems [21, 43, 102, 107, 130, 178]. To foster diverse thinking, our agent
was designed to offer abstract code skeletons/templates (e.g., empty
loops and empty function definitions), code examples, and alternative implementations. We then designed questions that encouraged
programmers to consciously consider alternative solutions. This
design decision was motivated by Tsuei’s finding [168] that imperfect guidance about problem-solving strategies and programming
concepts enhances creativity and encourages participants to explore new ideas. Since an agent cannot ideate, creativity theory
suggests producing a plethora of ideas in order to arrive at creative
ones with a concept called ideational fluency [65]. For example, the
agent asked, “Are there other ways we could do this?”
4.2.5 Driver/Navigator Communication Styles. Our agent apologized for incorrect or unknown answers, expressed uncertainty via
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Table 3: General Demographics of Participants in HumanAgent Study

Participant #

Gender

Level

Age

HA-W1
HA-M2
HA-M3
HA-W4
HA-W5
HA-M6
HA-M7
HA-M8
HA-W9
HA-M10
HA-W11
HA-M12
HA-W13
HA-W14

Woman
Man
Man
Woman
Woman
Man
Man
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Man
Woman
Woman

Junior
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
Senior
Sophomore
Freshman
Masters
Masters
Junior
Masters
Masters
Senior

19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
19-23
30-40
>41
19-23
30-40
30-40
19-23

Experience
Prog.
Pair-Prog.
3 Years
No
2 Years
Yes
2 Years
No
2 Years
No
3 Years
No
3 Years
No
3 Years
No
>4 Years
No
>4 Years
No
>4 Years
No
2 Years
Yes
>4 Years
Yes
2 Years
No
<1 Year
Yes

verbal and non-verbal cues [10, 87, 97], and gave WH (who/what/
when/why/where/how) answers accompanied by directions and
suggestions. The agent’s responses were tuned to its human partner’s performance and gave just-in-time help when needed or negotiated interruptions (i.e., when a human partner explicitly asks
for feedback in the context of the IDE) [139, 187]. Additionally, our
agent provided superior verbal feedback and presented content
and code templates to jog the programmer’s memory. For example,
to correct a programmer, it highlighted code while giving both
verbal and visual suggestions; doing so addressed a limitation in
human-agent dialogues where self-presentation bias induces a lack
of memory retention on the part of humans [91–93, 148].

4.3

Participants

We recruited 14 participants (7 men and 7 women) via snowball sampling, advertisements on social platforms (Facebook and Twitter),
and a recruitment site (Upwork). Eight of them were university students (4 men and 4 women) and six were professional programmers
(3 men and 3 women). Table 3 gives the detailed demographics of our
participants. Since the study was conducted during the COVID-19
pandemic, we conducted virtual lab studies. The choice of a virtual lab allowed us to recruit participants from various time zones
throughout the country instead of regional participants only. Similar to the human-human study participants, student participants
were incentivized with a $20 Amazon gift card and professionals
with a $40 Amazon gift card. The professionals performed the same
task, but were given a larger incentive to increase participation.
We refer to the participants in the human-agent study with
the label HA-X#, where X is either W or M. For example, HA-W5
refers to human-agent participant 5, a woman, and HA-M2 refers
to participant 2, a man.

4.4

Study Design

The study design was similar to the human-human study (Section
3.2), except: (1) the participant completed the task with our agent
and were given an instructional tutorial on the agent itself, (2) pair
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Table 4: Sample Interview Questions
Question
Did you enjoy working with PairBuddy?
Do you the trust computer? If given a choice in the future, who
will you trust more: human or computer?
When PairBuddy wrote code (a.k.a. was the driver) did you trust
its correctness?
What was your trust level relative to how you would trust a human?
Why?
Did you trust PairBuddy’s advice as a navigator?
What was your trust level relative to how you would trust a human?
Why?
Did you prefer the first avatar or the second avatar?
Did you prefer the first voice or the second voice?
When working with agents, do you prefer a male or female role?
Did you learn anything from PairBuddy?
jelling was not incorporated, and (3) the agent was set to change gender presentation halfway through each study. We counter-balanced
the gender presentation (i.e., whether it was initially presented
as man or woman) so that it was equally split among the study
sessions.
Further, the study was followed by interview questions to collect
the participants’ thoughts, feelings, experiences, and preferences
regarding our agent. Table 4 gives the sample list of interview
questions.
The IRB required we reveal our work as a deception study, so
the participants were asked to sign a consent form after the task
completion.

4.5

Data Analysis

We analyzed the data in the Wizard of Oz study under the same
criteria discussed in the human-human study (Section 3.3). Three
researchers independently coded 20% of the transcripts and reached
an agreement on 93% of the coded data by calculating inter-rater
reliability using the Jaccard measure [75]. The remaining transcripts
were split among the three researchers. This helped us compare
and contrast how a human worked with another human versus an
agent; the results were triangulated with interviews and survey
data.

5

LIMITATIONS

The sample size of 9 pairs for human-human and 14 pairs for humanagent study may be considered small, especially for quantitative
analysis. Although the study was gender balanced, we investigated
only two genders, men and women, since we did not have any
participants of other genders. However, men and women are at
opposite ends of the gender spectrum, which provided some insight into gender differences. Although our results showed that
our women participants enjoyed an agent more than men participants, our limited sample data set cannot confirm these findings.
This needs further investigation to ensure that an agent can benefit
men and women equally. Note that there are a variety of factors
other than gender that may explain the differences in our results,
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including participants’ personalities, cultural backgrounds, and programming language preferences. The COVID-19 pandemic forced
us to conduct virtual lab studies that may differ from collocated
studies, but we tried to keep the design as close to the humanhuman studies as possible – even the human-agent study script
was kept close to that of the human-human study.
A different agent design may produce differing results. Though,
we considered the main features that a pair programming agent
should incorporate, such as negotiated interruptions, a human-like
embodiment, divergent thinking, fixing bugs, and adding code. Our
results suggested a promising future for pair programming agents.
We only used one simple task, a tic-tac-toe game, to understand
the feasibility of a pair programming agent, whereas higher-level
programming problems in the industry can be incredibly complex.
This research takes the first step towards understanding whether
introducing an agent to pair programming is feasible. Our study
shows there is potential to increase the effectiveness and efficiency
of learning programming concepts with a conversational agent.

6

RESULTS

To investigate the trade-offs of substituting an agent in a pair programming context, we compared and contrasted the transcripts, productivity, code quality, and questionnaire results from the humanhuman and human-agent studies. The results were triangulated
with interviews.
In this section, we discuss each research question along with our
findings. Each finding is accompanied by relevant key takeaways.

6.1

RQ1: Can we continue the benefits of pair
programming by replacing a human
programmer with an agent?

Pair programming is known to increase code quality, productivity,
and self-efficacy, as well as decrease the gender gap. To investigate
the similarities and differences between human-human and humanagent interactions, we measured: (1) productivity – the progress
made by an individual, (2) code quality – the correctness of the
code produced, (3) self-efficacy – an individual’s confidence in their
ability to perform a particular task, and (4) gender differences for
men and women. Finally, we triangulated the findings for RQ1
with the post-questionnaires of participants’ pair programming
preferences in both studies.
We conducted two analyses. The first was a quantitative analysis
to find the significance of the differences between human-human
and human-agent interactions using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. A
Wilcoxon signed-rank test is a non-parametric statistical hypothesis
test used to compare two samples when the samples’ means cannot
be assumed to be normally distributed [150]. The second was a
qualitative analysis to gain insight into the similarities and differences of human-human and human-agent interaction. As noted,
these results were triangulated with interviews.
(1) Productivity
Productivity was a measure of how far each pair progressed in
the task within the 40 minute time limit in both the human-human
and human-agent studies. The task was measured on a 100-point
scale; these points were divided equally between test cases and
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Table 5: Human-Human vs. Human-Agent Studies.
Human-Human Studies
Human-Agent Studies
Samples
Average
P-Value Samples
Average
Productivity
9
50.44
0.2191
14
66.00
Code Quality
9
89.33
0.9144
14
98.36
Self-Efficacy
18
3.83
0.1093
14
3.36

methods essential for completing the task. The grading metrics can
be found at [96].
On analyzing the progress made by 9 pairs in human-human
and 14 pairs in human-agent studies, we found an insignificant
difference with a p-value of 0.2191 for α=0.05 (Table 5). Hence, in
both studies productivity rates were similar, although the average
score for human-agent (66.00%) was more than human-human
(50.44%). In both studies, pairs were more likely to complete the
methods (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) and test cases related
to winning. Only two pairs finished both the tie and take turns
test cases. Further, participants in both studies built off each other’s
code in order to progress further.
All participants in both human-human and human-agent studies
reused code often, as there were methods and test cases that needed
few modifications for the tic-tac-toe game. Reusing (copying, pasting, and modifying) code amongst similar sections, such as the
horizontal and vertical win methods, helped participants decrease
work time.
In the human-human studies, the participants of pair HH3 built
off each other’s ideas. Similar behavior was found in human-agent
studies. For example, the agent added code to a win test case, and
HA-W1 then built over its code and added loops.
Though, the dialogues in human-human and human-agent conversations are different; this may have implications for the natural
language processing component of future conversational agents.
This raises questions about whether machine learning models
should be trained on both human-human and human-agent conversations.
Key Takeaways
• A better sense of direction: The agent was particularly useful for keeping participants on the correct path, helping them
have a better sense of direction. Conversely, humans may
deviate from the path, as was the case with HH6, the pair
that scored lowest. Interviews demonstrated how the agent
was able to start human participants on a task and keep them
on track. For example, HA-M6 said “So I think having it drive
and put in some code helped me like actually start somewhere
and get going.” The agent helped participants by starting the
task, laying out the groundwork, and giving them direction.
• Loss of nonverbal cues: Our agent’s inability to read and
understand human, nonverbal social cues impacted productivity when it acted at inopportune moments. In particular,
the agent sometimes interrupted its human partner’s thought
process regarding the task. For example, in her interview,
HA-W9 said “There are some times when Pairbuddy (our agent)
was interrupting me and I forgave Pairbuddy because I knew
it was a bot. But I didn’t like it.” In human-human collaboration, a human can process a wide range of information,

as research has shown that human brains need 200 milliseconds to decipher facial expressions [144] and 0.2 seconds to
detect confidence in another human’s voice [82]. With current technology, an agent cannot understand their partner’s
facial cues and vocal intonation on the same level as a human, nor can it communicate in these ways itself. Therefore,
nonverbal interruption is lost as a communication method.
Humans must take time to communicate their thoughts and
ideas verbally in order for the agent to understand them.
• Lack of extended discussions: The length of the discussions between the partners as driver and navigator were
transformed with the introduction of an agent. In humanhuman interactions, larger-scope errors were discussed in
more detail but took longer to resolve as the participants
talked through the issue. In HH3, the participants discussed
an error where the game board would not print. They discussed the potential solutions for this error at length (3.01
minutes). Although these discussions are important, they
hindered productivity in human-human studies.
Comparatively, in human-agent interactions, the agent could
point out errors in the code and give their locations; however,
our agent would often fix them without full explanation. For
example, the agent added the code template for a win test
case without explanation as to what code was added and
why. A carefully designed agent may be able to provide
explanations for the decisions.
(2) Code Quality
To evaluate whether the code produced from the human-agent
study was of the same quality as the human-human study, we measured the code quality on a scale of 0 to 100. The metrics can be
found at [96]. We measured productivity and code quality separately, then combined them for a final grade. For example, in the
human-human study, HH5 had a productivity score of 53% and a
code quality score of 87%. Therefore, we calculated 87% of 53% for
a final score of 46.11% (53 * 0.87 = 46.11%).
On comparing nine human-human and fourteen human-agent
studies using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, we found insignificant
differences with a p-value of 0.9144 for α=0.05 (Table 5). On average, human-agent studies’ code quality scores were 12.03% higher
than human-human scores (98.36% human-agent vs. 89.33% humanhuman).
Both humans and the agent helped their partners improve the
usability and readability of their programs by refactoring, fixing simple issues, and organizing/structuring code. For example, humanagent partners would catch typos, repetition of variable names, and
missing brackets or semicolons. Human-agent partners also helped
improve organization and readability by properly formatting new
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and existing code. In one case, the agent made a suggestion to HAW5 by saying, “I think we have a syntax error. I suggest we format the
code,” and on HA-W5’s consent, proceeded to format the code for
her. This type of correction occurred in 5 human-agent studies and
3 human-human studies. Similarly, both types of partners helped
to assist with accidental repetition of code for the methods or the
tests.
Key Takeaways
• Quick access to a plethora of online sources: The programming agent’s ability to utilize online sources, such as
Github and Stack Overflow, or past code examples can be
utilized to improve the code quality. Our studies also found
that our agent’s familiarity with the task made the agent
more effective at performing the task at hand. Thus, it was
able to give more useful hints and advice to its partner, while
a human partner was more likely to propose and follow an
inefficient solution. In HH6, the participants pursued an ineffective solution throughout the study, leading to a code
quality score of 18%. They did not recognize their mistake,
making comments like “that looks good” throughout the duration of the task.
We designed our agent to help code more accurately, provide
motivation, and direct to potential errors. Whenever the
agent saw that participants were stuck with the code, it
would offer to help. For example, the agent told HA-W11
that “If you need any help getting started, I can try,” to which
she responded “Sure, I can actually use some help getting
started here.” Since the agent had more information on the
task, humans treated it accordingly. Sometimes, the agent
would also encourage its partner to ask more questions with
statements like, “I feel unsure about the approach we took
here.”
• Different code contribution style: Our agent provided the
code as skeletons and templates, while, in human-human
studies, participants added completed sections. Instead of
providing logic verbally, our agent gave some indication of
logic via the structure of the code. While driving, our agent
provided code skeletons for humans to interpret and fill
out. While our agent’s logical limitations sometimes made
it difficult for the programmers to put its suggestions into
effect, it was able to guide its partner via code additions. In
interviews, when asked how our agent helped, HA-M10 said
that “it puts at least the skeleton there, of the Boolean logics
and everything.” This design decision is specific to our agent;
it was chosen to help programmers get started and think
about diverse solutions for the problem in hand.
(3) Self Efficacy
Self-efficacy refers to a person’s belief in their own success. One
major benefit of pair programming is an increase in morale among
students [179]. To investigate whether pair programming helped
increase the self-efficacy of the individuals, we measured the differences between self-efficacy scores before and after the task in both
the human-human and human-agent studies.
On comparing the self-efficacy scores between 18 individuals in
human-human and 14 individuals in human-agent studies, we found
insignificant results with a p-value of 0.8339 for α=0.05. In both
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Figure 3: Human-Agent and Human-Human Studies Participants Self Efficacy. The circled participants had decreased
self-efficacy.
studies, the average self-efficacy scores of the post-questionnaire
were greater than those in the pre-questionnaire (see Figure 3),
indicating that having either a human or agent partner helps in
increasing self-efficacy.
Verification from a partner may increase self-efficacy. In both
studies, one member of the pair verified their partner’s code.
Key Takeaways
• Validation of tasks: Confirmation from the agent was particularly reaffirming for some participants as they gained
validation from the agent. While humans could validate each
other, they may not have a full understanding of the task.
HA-W1 said, “because it was automated for the program, it
kind of helped confirm that I was doing the right thing.” Validation from an agent may be perceived as more valuable if
it is automated for a relevant purpose [34, 72].
• Loss of complex discussion: The complex discussions and
interactions that can happen with a human partner were lost
with an agent. As HA-M6, the participant with lowest postself-efficacy, said, “There wasn’t as much human interaction,
and it was hard to feel like I was actually knowledge sharing or
trying to understand what we were tackling.” One of the other
participants who ranked lower in post self-efficacy, HA-M3,
said in his interview that “not being able to complete a single
one of those stories is a hit to my self confidence.” Humanlike discussions with an agent are not possible with current
technology.
• Interpretation of code: The participants had to depend on
their own interpretations, since our agent did not explain
the code. As HA-M3 said, “It (the agent) wrote the code well,
and the code that it wrote was functional for what it did, but
it never actually explained what it drove and left it up to my
interpretation.” Conversely, human participants were able to
explain their code if prompted.
(4) Gender Effect on Pair Programming Measures
We investigated the differences between our men and women
participants while working with both human and agent partners.
When comparing men in human-human (9) and human-agent studies (7) we found no significant change for productivity, code quality,
and self-efficacy (see Table 6). Our women participants had a significant difference in productivity (p-value= 0.01055 for α=0.05), and a
partially significant difference in self-efficacy (p-value= 0.0626 for
α=0.05). On comparing averages, both men and women participants
had positive experiences with our agent, but women benefited more
than men (see Table 6). Usability/reusability and readability of code,
as well as verification, helped both genders, as seen in Table 6.
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Productivity
Code Quality
Self-Efficacy

P-Value
0.832
0.7141
0.08892

Table 6: Men vs. Women
Men
Average (HH) Average (HA) P-Value
54
55.57
0.01055
99.67
98.57
0.9031
5.33
-1.4286
0.0626

Key Takeaways
• Women participants’ self-efficacy increased: Throughout our studies, women scored significantly higher in postself-efficacy when working with our agent rather than a
human; averages were also higher for the women participants working with the agent when compared to men (Table
6). This is an interesting shift, as men consistently score
higher than women in self-efficacy ratings when working
in areas perceived as “masculine,” such as STEM [128]. Further, in previous human-human pair programming research,
men’s average post-self-efficacy was greater than women’s,
regardless of their partner’s gender [87].
• Different preferences for agent’s gender: As demonstrated
in previous research, women in human-human pairs usually
prefer to work with other women, while men did not have
a gender preference [87]. There were mixed opinions from
participants of both genders on the avatar and voice of an
agent partner, as seen in Figure 4. A study on gender presentation for conversational agents revealed that they were
more likely to be characterized as female due to projections
of existing gender stereotypes [39]. As women are more
often associated with personal assistant roles, bots with similar assistant-like roles such as Siri and Alexa are presented
and interpreted as feminine [39]. However, with a pair programming agent, we conjecture that the male-dominated
state of the computer science field may further effect gender
preferences.
6.1.1 Pair Programming Preferences. Our results demonstrated the
feasibility of replacing a human partner with an agent. We conducted quantitative and qualitative analysis in order to measure
changes in productivity, code quality, and self-efficacy. These were
further triangulated using the post-questionnaire pair programming preferences.
The post-questionnaire on pair programming aspects for both
human-human and human-agent studies helped us measure individual’s preferences for working with a human or our agent. On
conducting a Wilcoxon-signed rank test with the pair programming preference scores of 18 individuals in human-human studies
and 14 individuals in human-agent studies, we found insignificant
p-values for most of the questions. The only significant p-value of
0.00652 for α=0.05 was for question 12, which was “pair programming with test-driven development works for me.” This significant

Figure 4: Participant preferences on voice and avatar.
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Women
Average (HH)
42
95.67
2

Average (HA)
76.43
98.14
8.1428

value suggests that our agent helped participants learn the concepts of test-driven development and adjust to pair programming.
Figure 5 shows the average scores (y-axis) in human-human studies (red line) and human-agent studies (black line) for each pair
programming preference question on the x-axis.
The trend line in Figure 5 shows similar sentiments from humanhuman and human-agent studies about various aspects of pair
programming. This shows that our agent helped participants with
getting started and understanding the format of the task.
Reflecting our results in RQ1, participants also scored themselves
higher on code quality and productivity. On average, human-agent
participants scored themselves higher than human-human participants for higher quality code, better testing and debugging,
confidence in solution, and enjoyment of technique (see Figure 5).
They also scored lower for inefficient use of time and interruptions
distracting both partners (Figure 5).
On comparing questionnaire results by gender, we saw an interesting shift between human-human and human-agent studies.
As seen in Figure 5, women participants had better scores for every pair programming question while working with our agent in
comparison to a human partner; their scores increased by over a
full point for “enjoyment of technique” and “confidence in solution.” Conversely, men participants’ scores either stayed the same
or decreased when our agent was introduced.

Figure 5: Pair Programming Preferences Charts. The red line
represents human-human averages, and the black line represents human-agent averages. The questions along the x-axis
correspond with the numbers in the legend to the right. The
answers were given on a scale of 1 - 5 ; 1 being the most negative response at Strongly Disagree / Very Low / Very Poorly
/ Very Dissatisfied and 5 being the most positive response at
Strongly Agree / Very High / Very Well / Very Satisfied. The
(+) sign signifies that a higher score is preferred, while a (-)
sign signifies the opposite.
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6.2

RQ2: What kind of knowledge is
transferred between human-human and
human-agent pairs?

One important benefit of pair programming is knowledge transfer, or individuals exchanging relevant information about the task
with each other. As illustrated by Cockburn et al., “Knowledge is
constantly being passed between partners, from tool usage tips (even
the mouse), to programming language rules, design and programming idioms, and overall design skill” [37]. The code set used for
knowledge transfer is detailed in Table 7. The Tool, Program, Bug,
Code, and Domain code sets for knowledge transfer were inspired
by Jones and Fleming’s study [98]. In our studies, we found an
additional knowledge transfer code set, Technique. Table 8 gives
the frequency of these knowledge transfers in our human-human
and human-agent studies, as well as knowledge our agent provided
in human-agent studies.
As the given task was centered around the use of test-driven
development, it was important that participants understood the
technique they were required to use. Our agent was programmed
to give suggestions, such as telling the participant to write test
cases for test-driven development. Many participants, particularly
among the university students with less overall experience, were
not as familiar with test-driven development in Java. Therefore, this
was an important knowledge transfer to make. These results were
also supported by the post-questionnaire on pair programming
preferences (discussed in RQ1). Another technique was creating
test cases based on the user stories, and, in our studies, both humans
and the agent were noted to direct their partner towards making
tests, as per the user stories.
Further, both humans and the agent directed their partners to
the location of bugs/errors in the code that may otherwise have
gone unnoticed by the other participant. Our agent noticed 42 of
the 98 bugs in human-agent studies; it either informed the partner
or directly fixed the bug/error. For example, HA-M7 asked “Can you
point me in the right direction here?”. The agent responded “Between
line 74 and 75, add an if statement.”
Participants transferred knowledge regarding programming concepts and organized their own knowledge as a result of interactions
in pair programming [27, 28, 104, 105, 113, 129, 131].
In pair programming, pairs learned topics better while working
together [181], narrowed their gaps in knowledge [8, 36], exchanged
both project-related and general knowledge [132], and discovered
new tools [121]. We found similar knowledge transfer in humanagent studies. For example, when asked what he learned from our
agent, HA-M2 responded, “yeah, about formatting, how to do testdriven development a little bit. I mentioned wanting to do the testdriven part of it, but he or it or the robot helped me make sure that I
was writing it correctly. And I liked that.”
Key Takeaways
• Getting unstuck: Human-agent pairs gained the ability to
get unstuck with comparable ease, as our agent provided
skeleton or base code. The agent would provide empty methods for the task, properly formatted empty loop shells and
example test cases. Code skeleton generation is shown to
improve consistency and reduce errors [16]. For example,
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HA-W11 said, “I will say having this example right here already there helps a lot.” Conversely, in human-human studies,
a detour in logic sometimes derailed the entire task. The
knowledge transfer from our agent also expedited the completion rate (see RQ1).
The agent was designed to make helpful suggestions to the
participant in order to to spark creativity on their end, most
commonly, “Are there other ways we could do this?” Rather
than presenting a potential solution in full like a human partner, our agent would facilitate learning and problem solving
by helping the human formulate an answer. Encouraging
a variety of ideas and potential solutions helps to facilitate
learning [80, 81].
• Fostering creativity: Our agent was designed to pursue
a specific solution to the problem, while human participants pursued varying solutions. Although participants in
the human-agent studies had the choice of pursuing an alternative idea, they were less risk averse and continued with
the agent’s solution. Various factors such as education level,
gender, and agent behavior further impact trust, and some
users may over-rely or under-rely on the agent [34, 72]. HAW1 said, “I trusted the computer because I assumed it knew
what the right answer was.” Research has shown that integrating a virtual agent into the design of artificial intelligence
programs increases user trust [174]. Although, as discussed
in RQ1, this was effective, as our agent usually helped them
solve the problem correctly, it can nevertheless be perceived
as dampening creativity.
• Lack of logical explanations: While the participants in the
human-human study frequently explained the reasoning and
logic behind their decisions to their partner, the agent was
not capable of this. If asked to explain how its code worked,
it would simply reply, “Sorry, I’m not good at understanding logic.” In human-human studies, the participants were
observed building off each other’s knowledge and logic via
discussion. Research has shown that collaborative learning
is more effective than traditional methods such as lectures,
as it allows students to build their own mental models based
on discussion and knowledge transfer that occurs during the
problem-solving process [2].
Typically, human navigators will contribute ideas to the task
while their partner is coding [98], but our agent would only
ask the participant what they were doing and correct errors,
making it somewhat inefficient as a navigator. For example, HA-M6 said, “We never really discussed the solution...
(why we were) doing something... or what might be helpful.”
Unfortunately, our agent could not provide this type of detailed discussion [177]. Generating effective explanations
and discussions is an active research area (e.g., [14, 117]),
and this may remain one of the major challenges of replacing
a human with an agent.
• Unidirectional knowledge transfer: Knowledge transfer
from a human to the agent was not possible. While humanhuman pairs learned and experienced knowledge transfer
simultaneously as they worked, an agent’s knowledge cannot
and did not evolve during the task.
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Table 7: Knowledge Transfer Definitions and Examples
Knowledge Definitions
Examples (from our study)
Transfer
Tool
Knowledge about the IDE or how to use the tool.
“there’s a key bind for going back a tab”
Program
Knowledge about the programming language itself “I could also just aggregate the chars. I think they
or it’s syntax.
work like strings in that way.”
Bug
An error in the code.
“I think we are missing code in this function.”
Code
The code itself; ie. what they are programming.
“So I’m gonna need to use a for loop as well.”
Domain
The task (in this case, tic-tac-toe game)
“The goal is to get three of...marker...in a row.”
Technique
About the techniques being used (i.e., test driven “So if it’s test driven development, I want to start
development, pair programming)
by writing a test, I think.”
Table 8: Knowledge Transfer Frequency in Human-Human (HH), Human-Agent (HA), and from the Agent.
Knowledge Transfer Frequency in HH Frequency in HA From Agent
Tool
5
0
0
Program
15
2
0
Bug
48
98
42
Code
672
437
56
Domain
14
6
0
Technique
6
15
6

6.3

RQ3: Do human programmers consider the
agent as their partner?

We investigated human attitudes towards the agent in comparison
to other humans when:
(1) Interrupting the Partner
An interruption is “a starting up of some intervention by one
person while another’s turn is in progress.” Interruptions are associated with interpersonal dominance [1, 120, 192], friendliness
[123], engagement [59], and involvement in the interaction [151].
In pair programming, one important benefit is getting help from
a partner. Both human and agent partners were able to provide help,
and the way in which participants asked for help was consistent
between human-human and human-agent interactions. Both used
interruptions to either ask for or offer help. In general, human
programmers tended to ask for help indirectly rather than directly
stating that they needed help. For example, in HH7, HH7-W8 said,
“but I’m not sure how to do that.” This behavior stayed consistent
when humans were working with our agent. For example HA-M8
said, “I don’t know what to do from here.”
Key Takeaways
• Willingness to ask for help and address uncertainties:
Participants were less self-conscious about mistakes and
uncertainties while interacting with the agent; in contrast,
humans are hesitant to ask for help from a human partner, as
they may feel week, needy, or incompetent [169]. As HA-W5
said, “I think the big thing is sometimes as a programmer, it’s
embarrassing when you make mistakes. So you’re stuck on
something around your colleagues, but PairBuddy (our agent)
I don’t think judges me.” This may have influenced the productivity and code quality, as seen in RQ1.
• Lack of diversity in responses: However, due to the limits
of current technology, a wide range of responses were lost.

Once the human partner got their first response addressing
our agent’s limitations regarding logic they asked simpler
questions (e.g., code implementation or test related). For
example, HA-W14 asked the agent a complex question regarding logic, and the agent responded, “I’m not good at logic.”
From then on, the participant only asked non-logic related
questions about the next steps or switching roles. The limitations of an agent can discourage asking questions when the
participant doubts the agent’s capability to answer, though,
different agents may be designed with varying capabilities
and responses.
• Providing negotiated interruptions: This feature was dependent on the design of our agent. If an agent is designed
differently, then this behavior may change. In human-human
interactions, the helper was more likely to either help without asking first, or their partner would ask for them to help
code. The agent never did anything to the code without asking first, so it could only give help when explicitly permitted
to do so. It would prompt the change in roles with questions
like “mind if I drive?” or “would you like some help?”. Therefore, our agent could only help with the code as much as the
participant allowed. Our agent was intentionally designed
to have negotiated interruptions [78, 139, 187]. This could
hinder productivity by distracting a human mid-thought, but
it could also assist productivity, as negotiated interruptions
are designed to give useful advice.
(2) Building on Partners’ Ideas
In collocated pair programming, individuals act upon, dismiss,
or modify/refine their partners’ ideas [98]. As remote pair programming shows similar results to collocated, we found this behavior in
our human-human study.
In human-human studies, we primarily saw participants act on
and modify ideas, with less dismissal. For example, participants in
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HH2 acted on and modified each other’s ideas as they worked. Similarly, in human-agent studies participants acted on and modified
the code skeletons provided by our agent, but did not refine them.
For example, Figure 6 shows how HA-M2 changed the agent’s given
code skeleton.

Figure 6: Instance of HA-M2 adding onto the code skeleton
provided by the agent.
Key Takeaways
• Ignore agent without a social cost: There were 22 instances of human participants ignoring the agent, but only
one instance of a human ignoring another human. HA-M8
said simply, “I did not consider (the agent’s) feelings.” In contrast, a human partner may have to bear the social cost of
ignoring or disagreeing with another human’s suggestions.
HH3-M5 said that “I just want them to, like, be semi-polite
about it (corrections).” Where ignoring a human may lead to
discomfort and hurt, an agent will not have any emotional
conflict with its partner.
• No acknowledgement to agent’s uncertainty: While coding, the agent made statements like, “This might work. I’m
not sure, though.” However, human programmers did not
acknowledge the agent’s uncertainty. Since agents can still
make errors, human programmers need to stay vigilant while
working with an agent. They also ignored when the agent
expressed uncertainty about how the human’s code worked.
• Not refining agent provided code: Further, in human-agent
studies, participants accepted the agent’s ideas. Though,
since they did not modify/refine them further, their solutions may have lacked diversity. In human-human studies,
participants would modify and refine their partner’s code
when necessary.
(3) Trusting a Human Partner vs. an Agent
One important factor of pair programming is trust; partners
need to consider and accept suggestions and input from each other.
Our participants built trust with both human and agent partners
over time. HA-W5 said, “I think I was a little distrustful at first of
the application, but then after working with it, especially after I saw
that it was helping me solve the problem, I trusted it a little more.”
Similarly, in the human-human studies, HH3-M5 said, “at the very
beginning I didn’t (trust) just cause it was a stranger, but as it (time)
went on... she’s doing what I was planning and then... I didn’t have
to steer so much.” Hence, humans gradually built trust with both
human and agent partners.
Key Takeaways
• Trusted agent with simple programming tasks but not
complex tasks: Participants tended to take the agent’s advice most of the time for our task. For example, HA-M8
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explained why he felt inclined to trust the agent, saying, “the
computer knows more simple functions than a human knows.
In that case I would trust a computer more.” This demonstrates
that trust was easily built with an agent for simple programming tasks.
With the current state of artificial intelligence, the capability to handle complex tasks was lost. Four participants
expressed that they would prefer to work with a human for
more complex tasks. For example, HA-M6 said that he had a
slight preference towards human partners because “it (the
agent) doesn’t give that more specific, explanatory approach.”
Nevertheless, they also expressed that our agent would be
more useful for simple tasks.
• Trust based on agent’s embodiment: Participants’ trust
levels for the agent were transformed based on the agent’s
embodiment. Research has shown that human-like agents
are more easily trusted [146]; therefore, the voice and avatar
used to anthropomorphize our agent may have influenced
the participants’ trust levels. Four participants noted that
they would enjoy working with our agent more if it was more
human-like in demeanor. For example, HA-W4 expressed
that the dialogue should be “more human - then you feel like
you’re sitting there with a person.” However, three participants expressed that being too close to a human would seem
uncanny. As explained by participant HA-M6, “I think there’s
something a little creepy about something that’s really close
to being human...I’m more comfortable with it being a little
more obviously a robot.” These results are similar to literature
wherein empirical evidence is mixed about the necessity of
the embodiment of an agent [46, 69, 70, 119, 170, 190].
(4) Humility Towards a Partner
We measured the humility towards partners based on the usage
of collective monologue and self-disclosure dialogue. Humans use
collective monologues when working in social environments, using
plural pronouns like “us” and “we” more frequently than when alone.
In both pair programming studies, pronoun choice was analyzed
to see if humans considered the agent as a partner. Participants
had the same frequency for using singular “I” or “you” pronouns
between the human-human (avg. 37.3%) and human-agent studies
(avg. 35.2% ) and, in turn, they had similar ratios of plural “us”
or “we” pronouns (64.8% for human-human and 62.7% for humanagent). Further, in both human-human and human-agent studies
the participants used the same grammar in similar situations. For
example, when their partner would make a mistake, participants
would switch to a singular pronoun to acknowledge the mistake.
HA-M2 said to the agent, “I can’t tell if your code. . . ” Similarly,
HA-W9 said to the agent, “You don’t have the test. . . ” Humans also
acknowledged their own mistakes with singular pronouns while
working with the agent. For example, HA-M3 said, “I made a mistake
on line 33...” Hence, participants showed the same humility towards
our agent as towards a human partner.
Key Takeaways
• Adding human-like humility: If desired, a similar level
of human-like humility can be incorporated into an agent’s
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Table 9: Summary of Our Findings. (*) Shows Phenomenon Specific to our Agent Choice.
#
Productivity
Code Quality
RQ1
Self Efficacy
Gender
RQ2 Knowledge
Transfer
Interrupting
RQ3

Building on
Ideas
Trust
Humility

Similar Aspects
Reuse code
Usability; readability
Verification
Reuse code, usability,
readability, verification
Bug location; testdriven development;
organize code
Asking for help

Gained
Correct path
Online resources
Better validation
Helped women

Lost
Non-verbal cues
N.A.
No complex discussions
N.A.

Transformed
Length of discussions
Code contribution style*
Interpretation of code*
Avatar/voice preference

Unstuck; creativity

Explaining logic

Unidirectional transfers

Less self-conscious

Interruption style*

Acting on and modifying ideas
Built over time
Used plural pronouns
to show partnership

Ignore without social
cost
Trust for simple tasks
Dialogue design can
bring humility*

Agent’s
limited
responses*
Ignore agent’s uncertainty
No complex task solved
N.A.

design. This can be achieved by integrating dialogue templates that consider collective monologue for collaboration
and self disclosure for admitting its mistakes.
• Acknowledging success as a team and self-disclosure
for mistakes: We wrote our script to encourage human participants to see their relationship with our agent as a team.
Therefore, as stated, we ensured that our agent contributed
successes towards the team, and its mistakes towards itself.
This worked well, with the “I” vs. “We” ratios staying consistent between human-human and human-agent studies.
• Addressing agent as a person or a thing: Third person
pronouns such as “he,” and “she,” were used for our agent,
but participants also called the agent “it.” For example, HAW11 referred to the agent as “it” when she said “Awesome. So
it (agent) just did that same change again”. She also discussed
the agent in third person while working with it: “As I was
saying before, I think I’m learning more how to talk to this
bot (agent).” It was clear that the humans in the study recognized the non-sentience of the agent partner and addressed
it accordingly.

7

TRADE OFFS OF AN AGENT

Our results evidenced the feasibility of using an agent as a programming partner. Table 9 summarizes our findings regarding: (1)
What aspects of pair programming were similar between humanhuman and human-agent interactions, (2) What new aspects of pair
programming were gained with an agent? (3) What aspects of pair
programming were lost with an agent? (4) What aspects of pair
programming were transformed by the introduction of an agent?
We conjecture that these results can be generalized by designing
an agent informed by research from disciplines such as intelligent
tutoring systems, human-robotic interactions, psychology, education, and software engineering. The primary factors that may have
affected our results were the way the agent contributed code as
a driver, how it provided negotiated interruptions, human interpretation of code in lieu of explanations from the agent, agents’

Refining partner’s ideas
Based on embodiment
Addressed as person and
thing

limited responses regarding complex logic questions, and the dialogue script for adding humility. Hence, as suggested by our results,
a pair programming conversational agent brings its own set of good,
bad, and ugly aspects.

7.1

The Good

(1) A Non-judgemental Partner Addressing the Pipeline
Problem.
A conversational agent, utilizing artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies, can resolve the problems associated
with human pair programming partners, such as scheduling, collocating, imbalanced roles, and power dynamics. Two participants,
HA-M2 and HA-W5, noted that they felt more comfortable with
the agent, since it would not judge them (see Section 6.3). This
shows that it can act as a non-judgemental partner, which will
be especially beneficial for programmers who may be reluctant to
form partnerships with their peers, such as people who are introverted, autistic, or minorities like women and people of color. Since
computer science is not a diverse field, it can be difficult for these
people to find pair programming partners they feel comfortable
with. Therefore, a non-judgemental pair programming agent could
help these groups feel welcome in computer science and encourage
diversity.
A non-judgemental agent has the potential to encourage diversity; our results showed a significant increase in productivity
and self-efficacy scores among women participants when working
with an agent. The difference in these scores could be influenced
by mixed gender pairs in the human-human studies, as Kuttal el
al. [87] found that, in human-human pair programming, women
showed lower self-efficacy scores when working with men. However, comparisons of pre- and post-self-efficacy questionnaires reveal that some men participants showed a decrease in self-efficacy
with an agent. This discrepancy may be attributed to other factors;
nonetheless, the agent’s design should promote gender equality by
utilizing methods like GenderMag [23, 24, 40, 71, 171], which removes gender biases from agent designs. GenderMag helps find and
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fix gender-related issues in problem-solving software and increase
gender inclusiveness.
Such a conversational agent will need to be trained on data
from various populations to integrate diversity. Machine learning
algorithms can introduce bias in their results if they are not trained
with diverse data [101]. With the current under-representation of
women and minority groups in the computer science field, it may
be difficult to find diverse populations of programmers [158]. If
we are not careful with data selection, it may further perpetuate
stereotypes about the field.
Further, an agent – being a low-cost interactive programming
partner – can help solve the pipeline problem and facilitate programming education effectively, efficiently, and comfortably for
students. Such an agent can easily be integrated into interactive education platforms such as Codecademy [153] and intelligent tutoring
systems (e.g., [2, 32]).
Such integration can transform education for people in rural
areas and students learning remotely, including during a global
pandemic like COVID-19. With the various pitfalls of online communication including poor internet connection, lack of resources,
and scheduling conflicts, it is good to have an alternative option
for collaborative work scenarios.
(2) Motivating Partner
For human-human pairs, the amount of motivation participants
would give their partner depended on their individual personalities.
Our simple design using motivational feedback was effective when
the human-agent participants were struggling, making progress,
or about to give up. Motivation and assistance are important aspects of student learning, as supported and researched in intelligent
tutoring systems [12, 44, 48, 111]. The agent’s motivation and feedback helped students achieve their goals and scaffold self-regulated
learning [48]. Rebolledo-Mendez et al. [135, 136] created motivational models based on effort, independence, confidence, and level
of attention that were later implemented by existing intelligent
tutoring systems; these models are able to provide consequent scaffolding. Utilizing the literature about intelligent tutoring systems,
we see a great potential for achieving increased motivation among
programmers in a pair programming context.
(3) Active Learning Support
We designed the agent to support active learning instead of a
tutor-tutee dynamic, similar to computer-supported collaborative
learning tools. Although these learning tools provide an exceptional
learning environment, they require at least two participants and do
not offer individualized assistance and guidance [61]. Agents can
be designed to have the benefits of intelligent tutoring systems [4],
while simultaneously providing pair programming benefits.
The “free rider effect” may emerge in pair programming when
one individual in the pair performs poorly, partners do not exert
maximum or equal effort, or the pair fails to coordinate optimally
[50, 57, 193]. To alleviate the free rider effect, frequent role exchange
is recommended [57]. Agents can be designed to promote equal pair
programming by measuring statuses like time, effort, and progress.
Therefore, our agent was designed to balance roles by tracking the
time spent driving for each participant, and when the participant
showed free rider behavior, the agent would politely decline to
drive. For example, HA-W14 repeatedly asked the agent to drive,
so the wizard eventually declined the offer.
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(4) Supporting Creativity and Problem Solving
The agent’s design can be enriched to include creative problem
solving processes and problem-solving strategies. Examples of these
such as clarifying the task, generating ideas, developing solutions,
and implementing the solutions were made to the extent possible
with current technology (detailed in Section 4.2). Further, agents
can utilize problem-solving strategies such as divide and conquer,
analogy, generalization, backwards, and “sleep on it” [102, 130, 178]
by using textual hints or by providing code examples, such as an
Idea Garden [80, 81]. Agents could be designed to accommodate
different programming and learning styles based on gender as well.
For example, women are more likely to see navigator as the primary
communicator role, while men interpret the driver as the primary
communicator [87].

7.2

The Bad

(1) Excessive Trust Towards Agents
Humans trusted the agent to a notable extent, which caused
them to become risk averse, as users tended to make decisions
that maximized efficiency at the cost of thoroughness [54]. The
higher trust by users in the agent can lead to automation bias and
greater situational trust in an automation [73, 161]. We saw similar
behavior for programmers while pair programming with our agent.
For example, HA-W9 said, “ I trusted the code that (the agent) gave
me because I knew it (the agent) already knew the answer.” Such
behaviour led to inflexible solutions produced in the programming
effort and could effect learning outcome, especially for students.
(2) Lack of Explanations
Our agent was unable to explain the logic behind the solutions
or code it added to the program. HA-M6 stated his preference for
working with a human, as he wanted the agent to have a “more
specific, explanatory approach like a human.” Similarly, Simon and
Susan Snowden [152] found that students are unable to understand
the purpose of code or recognize it without explanation. While there
is a potential to utilize tools like Whyline [94, 95] to answer debugging related questions by visualizing the runtime events, generating
feedback and human-like explanations is not possible. Artificial
intelligence research already aims to produce more explainable
models to enable users to understand how an agent arrived at a
solution [14, 117]. Our research illustrates the importance of generating explanations for conversational programming agents.

7.3

The Ugly

(1) Lack of Interpersonal and Social Skill Support
An agent cannot completely replace a human in a pair programming context. Some of the interpersonal and social characteristics
learned with another human cannot be learned from an agent. Pair
programming with another human is helpful for getting a glimpse
into real-world collaboration, communication, and coordination, as
well as broadening knowledge, gaining a greater sense of responsibility, forming friendships, and making other helpful connections
[30, 52, 87, 112, 112, 131]. These benefits may not be completely
replicated with an agent.
In human-human collaboration, the human brain can quickly
process large ranges of information based on facial expressions
and vocal intonation [82, 144]. With current technology, an agent
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cannot understand or replicate these forms of communication in
an efficient manner, nor can it tell which interruptions are received
positively and which are received negatively. As previously mentioned, many factors influence whether an interruption is perceived
as cooperative or disruptive [59]. However, an agent cannot distinguish between these indicators, nor can it understand how they
affect their partner’s perception.
(2) Lack of Educative Conversations on Program Logic
Humans discuss with each other to resolve issues during pair programming. However, such in-depth discussions on programming
logic are not currently viable with conversational agents.

8

CONCLUSION

This research lays the groundwork for the feasibility of pair programming agents. Based on our quantitative and qualitative analysis
of the human-human and human-agent studies, we found:
• RQ1: Can we continue the benefits of pair programming by
replacing a human programmer with an agent?
On comparing the scores for productivity, code quality, selfefficacy, and pair programming preferences, we found no
significant differences. Participants enjoyed learning testdriven development concepts using an agent. The results
also showed that women in particular benefited from the
introduction of an agent.
• RQ2: What kind of knowledge is transferred between humanhuman and human-agent pairs?
The agent was unable to explain its logic, or elaborate on
their partners’ ideas, whereas human partners could analyze
the logic behind agent-provided code themselves to extract
the ideas. However, the agent was able to provide code skeletons and hints to lead their partner towards a solution.
• RQ3: Do human programmers consider the agent as their partner?
Human partners trusted the agent instructions often without any questions, in one case responding, “I’m going to
blindly believe you.” Human partners interrupted agents
when they did not know what to do next, were stuck, were unsure about their problems, or wanted clarification, whereas
human-human pairs were more hesitant and asked followup questions to understand, clarify, or verify their partners’
decisions. Also, human partners showed the same humility
towards agents and humans by attributing success to the
group using words like “we,” and taking personal responsibility for mistakes using “I” or “me.” Human partners acted
on or dismissed the agent’s ideas as humans do, except that
humans tended to modify/refine their human partners’ ideas.
A pair programming conversational agent led to the good – an agent
can act as a motivating, non-judgemental partner that can help solve
the pipeline problem by allowing active learning–the bad– humans
tend to blindly trust agents, and current technology necessitates
new ways of generating diverse solutions to the programming task
in-hand along with explainable feedback –and the ugly– a lack of
social and interpersonal skills that can be only learned with another
human and the inability to hold complex discussions on logic and
ideas. The positive results proved the feasibility of developing an
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Alexa-like programming partner that could change the future of
programming and computer science education.
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